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Abstract

An algorithm is described for efficiently assigning the resonances in NMR spectra to the inequivalent atoms in the structure

under study based on the information in two-dimensional NMR correlation experiments and the �connectivities� known from the

structure. The algorithm, which is based on basic graph theory concepts, finds all possible assignments sets which are consistent with

the experimentally observed correlations and known connectivities in a very efficient manner. It is designed to deal with less than

ideal experimental data in which there may be overlapping peaks and uncertainty about the presence or absence of correlation

peaks. The algorithm was primarily developed for assigning the peaks in the high-resolution solid-state 29Si MAS NMR spectra of

highly siliceous zeolites based on two-dimensional 29Si INADEQUATE spectra and is described using the zeolites ZSM-12 and

ZSM-5 as working examples. Peak assignment for zeolite frameworks is particularly challenging since there is often little or no

information to distinguish peaks from one another such as characteristic chemical shifts, relative intensities, or different relaxation

times. The algorithm may be a useful tool for easily, reliably, and efficiently working out peak assignments from other types of

correlation experiments on other types of systems and further examples are provided in the Supplementary material.

� 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Multi-dimensional NMR correlation experiments

provide a wealth of structural information as they probe

the �connectivities� between atoms that exist within the

system under study. These powerful experiments can

utilize heteronuclear interactions for correlating the
spectrum of one type of nucleus to the spectrum of an-

other type or homonuclear interactions for correlating

nuclei of the same type. All of these experiments yield

multi-dimensional correlation spectra which indicate

which peaks are �connected� to each other via the par-

ticular interaction exploited by the NMR experiment.

This paper describes an efficient algorithm for relating

such experimental correlation spectra to the known
connectivities that are present in the structure under
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study in order to assign the individual resonances in the

NMR spectrum to the inequivalent sites in the structure.

The assignment of the peaks in 1H, 13C, and 15N

spectra of proteins from multi-dimensional NMR ex-

periments is a crucial step in the determination of their

three-dimensional structures and various approaches

have been developed [1]. For organic molecules, the
connectivity information available from two-dimen-

sional 1H and 13C experiments can be used for eluci-

dating the structure of unknown organic compounds [2].

These approaches to peak assignment take advantage of

the great deal of additional structural information

available from characteristic chemical shifts and cou-

pling patterns which is incorporated with the informa-

tion provided by multi-dimensional correlation
experiments. For example, the chemical shifts in 1H or
13C spectra of organic compounds are characteristic of

the local environments of the 1H or 13C nuclei and can

be used to identify specific peaks as methyl, methylene,

aromatic, carbonyl, etc. With this knowledge, it is rela-

tively straightforward to work out the peak assignments

from the information provided by correlation experi-
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ments. However, as the number of inequivalent atoms in
the structure increases and in situations where there is

less additional information available from characteristic

chemical shifts, relative intensities, differences in relax-

ation times, or from other experiments, it becomes in-

creasingly difficult to work out the peak assignments

from correlation experiments and to be confident that

all possible sets of peak assignments have been tested.

The assignment of peaks in the high-resolution solid-
state 29Si magic angle spinning (MAS) NMR spectra of

highly siliceous zeolites to the inequivalent Si atoms in

the zeolite framework is a crucial first step in the de-

termination of the three-dimensional structures of zeo-

lite host–guest complexes involving ions [3] or small

organic molecules [4] from internuclear distance infor-

mation obtained from cross polarization or REDOR

experiments. Solid state NMR is an important alterna-
tive and complementary technique to diffraction meth-

ods for the determination of zeolite host–guest

structures due to the extremely small size of most zeolite

crystals which are usually on the order of micrometers.

The two-dimensional 29Si INADEQUATE experiment

[5] which probes the indirect 29Si–O–29Si spin–spin

couplings has successfully been applied to a number of

different highly siliceous zeolites at natural abundance
[6–8]. The resulting peak assignments have been used to

develop correlations between 29Si chemical shifts and

information about local environments available from a

small number of reliable X-ray diffraction structures [9].

The assignment of the peaks in the 29Si spectra of

highly siliceous zeolites is particularly challenging. In

many zeolite structures, the site occupancies of the Si

atoms are often identical such that the relative intensities
of the peaks in the 29Si spectrum do not provide any

information about the identity of any of the peaks. Also,

since all of the Si atoms are found in tetrahedral coor-

dination environments, the 29Si chemical shifts usually

provide no information about the identity of the peaks.

Often, the only source of information to work with is the
29Si–29Si homonuclear correlations observed in the two-

dimensional INADEQUATE spectrum. Without any
knowledge of the identity of any of the peaks, working

out the peak assignments from only the observed cor-

relations can be a very challenging task and is well-sui-

ted for analysis by computer.

This paper describes an algorithm, based on basic

graph theory concepts, which efficiently finds all possible

peak assignments for which there is agreement between

the experimentally observed correlations and the known
connectivities in the structure. The algorithm is designed

to deal with less than ideal experimental data in which

there may exist overlapping peaks and uncertainty re-

garding the presence or absence of correlation peaks.

The algorithm is described in detail using the 29Si IN-

ADEQUATE spectra of a number of zeolites as work-

ing examples. Although this algorithm was developed
for assigning peaks from the 29Si INADEQUATE
spectra of zeolites, it may be a useful tool for easily,

reliably, and efficiently working out peak assignments

from other types of correlation experiments (solution or

solid state) on other types of samples, especially in sit-

uations for which there exists little information about

the identity of the peaks other than the correlation data.
2. Description of the algorithm

The peak assignment algorithm uses some basic

graph theory concepts which are briefly described here.

A �graph� GðV ;EÞ consists of a set of points called

�vertices� V and a set of lines called �edges� E which

connect these points. An �adjacency matrix� AðGÞ is a

mathematical matrix representation of a graph in which
each i; j element is the number of edges between vertices

i and j. These basic graph theory concepts can be used to

represent both the connectivity pattern in the structure

under study and the correlation pattern observed in the

two-dimensional NMR experiment.

Consider the example of the zeolite ZSM-12 [6,10].

To describe the framework topology of ZSM-12 (Fig. 1a)

as a graph, the set of vertices corresponds to the seven
inequivalent Si sites and the set of edges corresponds to

the Si–O–Si bonds which exist between them (Fig. 1b).

A graph representation of the ZSM-12 zeolite frame-

work topology is shown in Fig. 1c and the correspond-

ing adjacency matrix is given in Fig. 1d. Note that the

connectivities between Si7 are not used since �self-con-
nectivities� do not appear in the experimental INADE-

QUATE spectrum.
The two-dimensional 29Si INADEQUATE spectrum

(Fig. 2a) can also be represented by a graph. The set of

vertices corresponds to the labels given to the peaks and

the set of edges corresponds to the observed correlations

between the peaks (Fig. 2b). Note that in this example

the more intense peaks were assigned as two correlations

while the weaker peaks were assigned as one correlation.

A graph representation of the 29Si INADEQUATE
spectrum of the ZSM-12 zeolite is shown in Fig. 2c and

the corresponding adjacency matrix is given in Fig. 2d.

A proposed assignment A ! P , where A is a set of

atoms and P is a set of peaks, can be tested by com-

paring the graphs GðA;CA) and GðP ;CP ) where CA is the

list of connectivities between the atoms and CP is the list

of observed correlations between the peaks. An assign-

ment is said to be �good� if the graphs are equivalent, or
in mathematical terms, the adjacency matrices are equal.

For example, the assignment {Si2, Si5, Si7, Si1, Si6, Si4,

Si3}! {A,B, C,D, E, F,G} is �good� because the two

graphs and their corresponding adjacency matrices are

equivalent, as shown in Fig. 3a. This test can also be

applied for assessing the assignment of a subset of the

peaks: the assignment {Si4, Si5, Si1, Si3}! {F, B,D,G}



Fig. 2. (a) Two-dimensional 29Si INADEQUATE spectrum of the

zeolite ZSM-12 (reprinted in part from [6]. Copyright (1990) American

Chemical Society); (b) set of observed correlations between the peaks;

(c) a graph representation of the INADEQUATE spectrum; and (d)

corresponding adjacency matrix.

Fig. 1. The structure of the zeolite ZSM-12: (a) illustration of the

framework structure and Si atom numbering (reprinted in part from

[6]. Copyright (1990) American Chemical Society); (b) set of connec-

tivities between the Si atoms; (c) a graph representation of the ZSM-12

framework; and (d) corresponding adjacency matrix. *Note that �self-
connectivities� between Si7 are not used as they do not appear in the

INADEQUATE spectrum.
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is �good� since the two graphs and their corresponding

adjacency matrices are equivalent, as shown in Fig. 3b.

Note that the graphs and corresponding adjacency ma-
trices are a function of the order in which the atoms or

peaks are listed in A or P .
Using this approach to testing proposed assignments,

it is possible to find all of the peak assignments which

give agreement between the observed correlations and

known connectivities. The �brute-force� approach to this

task is to propose and test each and every possible

combination of peak assignments. The total number of
proposed assignments that needs to be tested is N ! where

N is the number of peaks or inequivalent atoms. In this

example of ZSM-12, the total number of assignment sets

is 7!¼ 5040 which is a reasonable number to test.
However as N gets larger, the number of possible as-

signments becomes too many to test in a reasonable

amount of time. For example, solving the INADE-

QUATE spectrum in this manner for the monoclinic
phase of ZSM-5 (see later) in which there are 24 in-

equivalent Si atoms is just not possible as

24!¼ 6.2� 1023. Therefore a strategy is required to

greatly reduce the number of combinations tested,

making even the situation with N ¼ 24 possible to solve.

In order to reduce the number of combinations tes-

ted, yet still ensuring that all of the assignments which

are consistent with the data are found, a �tree search
algorithm� is employed. In this approach, the peaks are

assigned and tested in a step-wise and �branching�
manner in which only the good assignment combina-

tions are passed on from one step to the next. To illus-

trate, peak {A} is first assigned to {Si1}, {Si2}, {Si3},



Fig. 3. The assignments A ! P are �good� since the graphs and corresponding adjacency matrices are equal: (a) a full assignment in which all of the

peaks are tested, (b) a partial assignment in which a subset of the peaks are tested. Note that graphs and adjacency matrices are a function of the

order in which the atoms and peaks are listed in A and P .

Fig. 4. One branch of the �tree search algorithm� for ZSM-12 which

searches for all �good� assignments A ! P in a step-wise and branching

manner. The underlined assignments are found to be �good� since the

graphs GðA;CAÞ and GðP ;CP Þ are equivalent. These assignment combi-

nations are passed on to the next step in which they are �branched� and
tested again. The steps are repeated until all seven of the peaks are as-

signed. There is only one assignment combination which is in full

agreementwith the experimental data.Thenumbers refer to theSi atoms.
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{Si4}, {Si5}, {Si6}, and {Si7} and tested as described

above. The graphs consist of a single vertex without
edges and the adjacency matrices of a single element of

zero. All of these assignments give graphs equal to

GðfAg;CP Þ and pass the test. In the next step, peaks

{A,B} are tested against assignment combinations ob-

tained by �branching� from the �good� assignments in the

previous step. For example, {Si1} branches to {Si1, Si2},

{Si1, Si3}, {Si1, Si4}, {Si1, Si5}, {Si1, Si6}, and

{Si1, Si7}, while {Si2} branches to {Si2, Si1}, {Si2, Si3},
{Si2, Si4}, {Si2, Si5}, {Si2, Si6}, and {Si2, Si7}, and so

on for {Si3}, {Si4}, {Si5}, {Si6}, and {Si7}. Out of this

set of proposed assignments, only the assignment com-

binations which have graphs equivalent to

GðfA;Bg;CP Þ are passed on to the next step in which

these �good� assignments are branched again and the

graphs compared to GðfA;B;Cg;CP ). These steps are

repeated until all of the peaks are assigned. The end
result is a list of all of the possible sets of peak assign-

ments which give full agreement between the experi-

mentally observed correlations and the known

connectivities between the atoms in the structure.

The application of this algorithm to the ZSM-12 ex-

ample is shown in Fig. 4 in which one �branch� of the
search for fully consistent peak assignments is illus-

trated. The algorithm searches the entire solution space
and finds the one correct set of peak assignments by

testing only 294 assignment combinations in 0.38 s. This

is a very large gain in efficiency compared to the �brute-
force� approach to searching the entire solution space

which tests 7!¼ 5040 assignment combinations in 8.7 s.

The above example of ZSM-12, in which all seven

peaks are fully resolved and all of the correlations be-

tween them are observed, is ideal for illustrating
the inner workings of this peak assignment algo-

rithm. However, in reality, the experimental data are

rarely this ideal. The most common problems for 29Si
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INADEQUATE spectra of zeolites are peak overlap
and uncertainty about the existence or intensity of some

of the correlations. Consequently, the algorithm was

modified to account for less than ideal experimental

data.

These modifications are illustrated with another ex-

ample, the 29Si INADEQUATE spectrum of the high

temperature orthorhombic phase of the zeolite ZSM-5

[7] in which there are 12 inequivalent Si atoms. The
zeolite framework and Si atom numbering scheme are

depicted in Fig. 5a. The connectivities between the Si

atoms (CA) are listed in Fig. 5b. Note that the four

different self connectivities are not used in this case be-

cause, again, they are not observed in the INADE-

QUATE experiment.

The two-dimensional 29Si INADEQUATE spectrum

is presented in Fig. 6a. Only six of the 12 peaks are fully
resolved as there are two groups of overlapping peaks

each consisting of three peaks based on the relative in-

tensities of the peaks. The correlations between the

peaks (CP ) are listed in Fig. 6b and this list includes the

uncertainty and ambiguity of some of the correlations

arising from the overlap of the peaks. For example, peak

A is definitely correlated to peaks J and L but is cor-

related to only one of peaks C, D, E, and to only one of
peaks F, G, H. As another example, there is either one

or two correlations between peaks C, D, E and I, J and

there is an uncertain number of correlations between the

overlapping groups of peaks C, D, E and F, G, H. Also,
Fig. 5. The structure of the high temperature orthorhombic phase of

the zeolite ZSM-5: (a) illustration of the framework structure and Si

atom numbering (reprinted in part from [7]. Copyright (1990) Amer-

ican Chemical Society); (b) set of connectivities between the Si atoms.

*Note that �self-connectivities� between Si7, Si9, Si10, and Si12 are not

used as they do not appear in the INADEQUATE spectrum.

Fig. 6. (a) Two-dimensional 29Si INADEQUATE of the high tem-

perature orthorhombic phase of the zeolite ZSM-5 (reprinted in part

from [7]. Copyright (1990) American Chemical Society); (b) set of the

observed correlations between the peaks.
the small peak on the diagonal near peaks I and J may

be an artifact or may actually be a correlation between I

and J.

The adjacency matrix that is constructed from this list

of correlations includes the uncertainty and ambiguity in
the correlations by assigning the value �0, 1� to any edge

between two vertices for which the connection may be

uncertain or ambiguous, indicating that either zero or

one correlation may be present. For example, the entry

�A–C, D, E (1)� in the list of correlations means that the

A–C, A–D, and A–E elements in the adjacency matrix

are each assigned the value �0, 1.� The complete adja-

cency matrix constructed from the list of correlations in
Fig. 6b is shown in Fig. 7.



Fig. 7. Adjacency matrix constructed from the list of observed corre-

lations in the 29Si INADEQUATE spectrum of the high temperature

orthorhombic phase of the zeolite ZSM-5 (see Fig. 6). An entry of �0, 1�
indicates that there may exist zero or one correlation(s) between the

peaks.
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When a proposed assignment A ! P is tested by

comparing the adjacency matrices AðGðA;CAÞÞ and

AðGðP ;CP ÞÞ, the condition for a �good� assignment is no
longer a rigid condition in which the two adjacency

matrices must be exactly equal, but is rather a more

flexible condition in which the uncertainty and ambi-

guity in the correlations between the peaks, denoted by

the �0, 1� elements, is taken into account. For example,

the assignment {Si8, Si4, Si2, Si3}! {A,B,C,D} is

�good� since the corresponding adjacency matrices are

consistent and in agreement with each other since a
number of the elements in the AðGðA;CAÞÞmatrix can be

�0� or �1�, as illustrated in Fig. 8. With this modification,

this peak assignment algorithm is quite flexible and can

accommodate less than ideal experimental data in which

there is peak overlap and uncertainty in the absence or

presence of correlations.

The order in which the peaks are tested in the tree

search algorithm impacts the efficiency of the algorithm
in terms of the total number of peak assignment com-

binations tested. If the peaks for which more informa-

tion is known are tested at the initial stages of the

search, there will be fewer �branches� of peak assignment

combinations for the algorithm to search. An efficient
Fig. 8. For the high temperature orthorhombic phase of the zeolite

ZSM-5, the assignment A ! P is �good� since the adjacency matrices

are in agreement. Note the the �0, 1� elements indicate that there may

exist zero or one connection(s).
order in which to test the peaks can be obtained by
ranking the peaks according to the number of correla-

tions which are definitely absent or present (i.e., ranked

by the number of �0� and �1� elements in a row or column

of the adjacency matrix). In the example of the high

temperature orthorhombic phase of ZSM-5, an efficient

order for testing the peaks is {K,L, J,A,B, I,F,G,

H,C,D,E}. Using this order for testing the peaks, the

algorithm finds 6696 possible peak assignment combi-
nations which give full adjacency matrices in agreement

with each other in 73 s by testing only 4.6� 105 out of

12!¼ 4.8� 108 assignment combinations.

These assignments are then further tested to ensure

that they are fully consistent with the list of correlations.

For example, each assignment is tested to make sure

that the Si atom assigned to peak A has one and only

one connection to the Si atoms assigned to C, D, and E
so that the condition �A–C,D,E (1)� is satisfied. After

testing each element in the list of correlations for each

peak assignment combination found by the tree search

algorithm, the number of �good� assignment combina-

tions is further reduced to 216 (in 146 s).

Lastly, the �good� assignment combinations which are

degenerate because of the peak overlap are grouped

together. For example, there will be degenerate assign-
ment combinations with all permutations of

{Si5, Si6, Si12} assigned to {F,G,H} since there is

nothing to distinguish between peaks F,G, and H. For

the high temperature orthorhombic ZSM-5 example, the

�good� assignments are grouped into six non-degenerate

peak assignment combinations which are fully consis-

tent with the experimental data.

Since there exists an empirical correlation between
the 29Si chemical shifts and the mean Si–Si distances [9],

it is possible to identify which peak assignments are the

most reasonable. The six non-degenerate peak assign-

ment combinations are listed in Table 1 with the degree

of linear correlation (r2) between the 29Si chemical shifts

and mean Si–Si distances from the single crystal XRD

structure [11]. There is only one assignment which gives

a high degree of correlation.
These modifications to this peak assignment algo-

rithm give it a great deal of flexibility so that it can ac-

commodate less than ideal experimental data in which

there exists peak overlap and uncertainty and ambiguity

about the presence or absence of correlations between

the peaks, yet still ensuring that all possible assignment

combinations which agree with the experimental corre-

lation data are found in a very efficient manner. In fact,
this peak assignment algorithm has been successfully

applied to a fluoride-containing as-synthesized zeolite is

which all of the correlations to one of the 29Si peaks are

completely absent due to a dynamic exchange process

involving the fluoride ion [3].

As a final example, this algorithm is applied for the

peak assignment of the 29Si MAS NMR spectrum of the



Table 1

Possible assignments for the 29Si MAS NMR spectrum of the orthorhombic phase of zeolite ZSM-5

A B {C,D,E} {F,G,H} I J K L r2a

8 4 {2, 3, 11} {12, 5, 6} 1 7 10 9 0.947

8 4 {5, 11, 12} {2, 3, 6} 1 7 10 9 0.583

11 3 {4, 5, 8} {1, 2, 7} 6 12 9 10 0.510

11 3 {2, 7, 8} {1, 4, 5} 6 12 9 10 0.359

6 4 {3, 11, 12} {2, 7, 8} 1 5 10 9 0.252

1 2 {4, 7, 8} {5, 11, 12} 6 2 9 10 0.154

aAssignments are ranked according to the degree of linear correlation between the 29Si chemical shifts and the mean Si–Si distances.
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room temperature monoclinic phase of the zeolite ZSM-

5 [7,12]. This is a very difficult spectrum to assign since

there are 24 inequivalent Si atoms, many of the peaks

are overlapping, and there is no additional information

outside of the 29Si INADEQUATE spectrum to identify

the peaks (except the empirical correlation between 29Si

chemical shifts and mean Si–Si distances). This chal-

lenging example clearly demonstrates the usefulness of
this peak assignment algorithm.

The 29Si INADEQUATE spectrum of the monoclinic

phase of ZSM-5 is shown in Fig. 9. The list of connec-

tivities between the Si atoms (CA) can be found in [7] and
Fig. 9. Two-dimensional 29Si INADEQUATE spectrum of the room

temperature monoclinic phase of the zeolite ZSM-5 with the peak

assignments found by the algorithm The spectrum is reprinted in part

from [7]. Copyright (1990) American Chemical Society.
is supplied in the Supplementary material. The list of

correlations between the peaks (CP ) extracted from this

spectrum is also provided in the Supplementary mate-

rial. The peak assignment algorithm finds four non-de-

generate assignment combinations which are fully

consistent with the experimental data in 5.5 h by testing

5.8� 106 assignment combinations (compared to

24!¼ 6.2� 1023). Only one of these assignments (shown
in Fig. 9) gives a strong correlation between the 29Si

chemical shifts and Si–Si distances obtained from the

single crystal XRD structure [13].

The amount of time required by the algorithm to

solve a given peak assignment problem depends on a

number factors. The most obvious factor is the number

of peaks or inequivalent atoms. Second, the amount of

time will depend on how much information is available
about the identity of any of the peaks (based on char-

acteristic chemical shifts, relative intensities, relaxation

times, etc.). The amount of time required by the algo-

rithm also depends on the �quality� of the correlation

data: it will be less when there exists a greater number of

correlations which are definitely present or absent and it

will be more as the number of overlapping peaks in-

crease and the number of correlations which are un-
certain increase. Similarly, the �quality� of the

correlation data is reflected in the number of possible

solutions found: better quality data will lead to fewer

solutions and poorer quality data will lead to a greater

number of solutions.

Although this algorithm was developed for assigning

peaks in high-resolution solid state 29Si MAS NMR

spectra of highly siliceous zeolites based on two-di-
mensional 29Si INADEQUATE spectra, it may be a

useful tool for easily, reliably, and efficiently working

out peak assignments from other types of correlation

experiments (solution or solid state) on other types of

samples. In the Supplementary material, additional ex-

amples are provided in which this peak assignment al-

gorithm is applied to solid-state dipolar-based

homonuclear and heteronuclear correlation experiments
performed on other inorganic solids. These examples

include a 31P homonuclear correlation experiment on

the inorganic phosphate Cd3(PO4)2 [14] and a combi-

nation of 19F–19F, 31P–31P, and 19F–31P correlation
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experiments on a fluorine containing gallium phosphate
framework material [15].
3. Experimental

The algorithm was implemented as a Mathematica

(version 3.0) [16] program and was run on a PC equipped

with a 500MHz Intel Pentium III processor and 256MB
of RAM. The Mathematica notebook and sample input

files are available in the Supplementary material. The

NMR spectra presented in this paper were taken from

previously published work [6,7] and are used with the

permission of the authors and publishers.
4. Conclusions

Using some basic graph theory concepts, a peak as-

signment algorithm is described which efficiently assigns

the resonances in an NMR spectra to the inequivalent

atoms in a structure based on the connectivity pattern

between the atoms and the correlation pattern in a two-

dimensional NMR experiment. An important feature of

this algorithm is that it finds all possible sets assignments
which are consistent with the experimental data in a very

efficient manner. Thus when ambiguous and no simple

unique assignment is possible, the availability of all the

possible assignments will give a clear picture of the am-

biguity and be a useful aid in planning further specific

experiments to distinguish between them. Another im-

portant feature of the algorithm is that it can accommo-

date less than ideal experimental data in which there may
be overlapping peaks and uncertainty or ambiguity about

the presence or absence of correlations between the peaks.

This algorithm is particularly well-suited for situa-

tions in which there is little or no additional information

to distinguish peaks from one another such as chemical

shifts, relative intensities, or relaxation times. This sit-

uation often arises in solid-state extended framework

systems such as siliceous zeolites, in which all of the 29Si
nuclei are found in very similar local tetrahedral envi-

ronments, often in equal populations with similar re-

laxation times. This algorithm has proven to be a very

useful tool for reliably assigning the peaks in the 29Si

MAS NMR spectra of siliceous zeolites, since peak as-

signment is a crucial prerequisite to determining the

location of ions or organic molecules in the zeolite

frameworks by double resonance solid state NMR ex-
periments such as cross polarization and REDOR.
Supplementary material

The peak assignment algorithm (as a Mathematica

notebook file), the input files for the examples presented
in this paper, and the additional examples described in
the paper are available as Supplemental materials.
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